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English
/en/international/languages/learning-languages/language-courses/spring-semester-2020/semester-courses-in-the-springsemester-2020/english/
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structures are also applicable to other contexts.Regular and active participation is required for the successful completion of
the course. This also includes doing homework in order to practice and consolidate [...] Description In this short two-hour
workshop, participants will learn how to effectively link words and statements for oral presentations. We will also discuss how
to fight nervousness and give tips for a
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-mail: buddy -PleaseRemoveIncludingDashes- @ uni-flensburg.de . If desired and still possible, we will refer you to another
Buddy. Why should I become a Welcome Buddy [...] you to prepare for it. Of course, you can also note this commitment in your
resume. Buddy programs often develop into friendships for life. Who can I contact if I have any further questions? Send an email to buddy@uni-flensburg.de . If the questions cannot be answered by e-mail, we will make an appointment with you. How
can I sign
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/en/physik/histolab/
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Experimental History of Science Listen The historical laboratory ("HistoLab") is the central place for our focus history of
physics. Besides to a number of historically precise reconstructions of measureing apparatuses we also hold a few original
instruments. The list of exhibits comprises a large Camera Obscura, a Voltaic Pile [...] . HistoLab can of course be visited by
individuals and groups. Please refer to histolab@uni-flensburg.de to make an appointment. Collection, divided into branches
of study
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uni-flensburg.de Gebäude Oslo - OSL 457.1 Tel.: +49 461 805 2803 vpforschung -PleaseRemoveIncludingDashes- @ uniflensburg.de Gebäude Dublin - DUB 206c Show details Secretariate Frauke Lochstet Tel.: +49 461 805 2047 frauke.lochstet PleaseRemoveIncludingDashes- @ uni
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/en/center-for-information-and-media-technologies-zimt/services/services-for-employees/e-mail/
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its employees with a modern e-mail service. The standard programme used is Microsoft Exchange (Outlook). Each employees
receives an e-mail address comprised of: firstname.lastname@uni [...] Outlook Anywhere At Work (via Outlook client). ZIMT
sets up access to your mailbox via Outlook Client on your IT-workplace. Your Uni PC/laptop is then configured/ready for use
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[...] . The EUFbox can also be used to pass on large files to other outside addressees. Note: The above limitation does not
apply to sending attachments to university employees . E-mails can be sent

2019
/en/soziologie/culture-practice-and-europeanization/previous-issues/2019/
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: Keep it straight and simple, also with respect to migration: a comment on Streeck’s "Between Charity and Justice" (page 159
- 164) Monika Eigmüller/ Martin Seeliger: A search
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. You can read general and simple literary texts, but you can also write letters and essays about everyday life. Literature Please
bring the following textbook with you: Campus Sur -

Bio
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Bio Listen Michelle Witen obtained her DPhil from the University of Oxford, where she was also a Visiting Fellow in 2016, and
holds an MA in Comparative Literature as well as a Scholars' Electives Honours BA in English and Comparative Literature from
the University of Western Ontario. She has also worked at the University of Basel [...] (LA, Geneva: DoPe Press 2017), and a coedited volume on Shakespeare and Space: Theatrical Explorations of the Spatial Paradigm (Houndmills: Palgrave 2016). She
has also written articles
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and active participation is a prerequisite for successful completion of the course. To do this, it is also necessary to complete
homework in order to practice and consolidate what you have learned [...] Framework of Reference for Languages in one
semester. Regular and active participation is a prerequisite for successful completion of the course. To do this, it is also
necessary to complete homework in order [...] Framework of Reference for Languages in one semester. Regular and active
participation is a prerequisite for successful completion of the course. To do this, it is also necessary to complete homework in
order

French
/en/international/languages/learning-languages/language-courses/spring-semester-2020/semester-courses-in-the-springsemester-2020/french/
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Framework of Reference for Languages. Regular and active participation is a prerequisite for successful completion of the
course. To do this, it is also necessary to complete homework in order to practice
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